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ABSTRACT
Online education technologies, such as intelligent tutoring
systems, have garnered popularity for their automation. Wh-
ether it be automated support systems for teachers (grading,
feedback, summary statistics, etc.) or support systems for
students (hints, common wrong answer messages, scaffold-
ing), these systems have built a well rounded support sys-
tem for both students and teachers alike. The automation
of these online educational technologies, such as intelligent
tutoring systems, have often been limited to questions with
well structured answers such as multiple choice or fill in the
blank. Recently, these systems have begun adopting support
for a more diverse set of question types. More specifically,
open response questions. A common tool for developing au-
tomated open response tools, such as automated grading or
automated feedback, are pre-trained word embeddings. Re-
cent studies have shown that there is an underlying bias
within the text these were trained on. This research aims
to identify what level of unfairness may lie within machine
learned algorithms which utilize pre-trained word embed-
dings. We attempt to identify if our ability to predict scores
for open response questions vary for different groups of stu-
dent answers. For instance, whether a student who uses
fractions as opposed to decimals. By performing a simu-
lated study, we are able to identify the potential unfairness
within our machine learned models with pre-trained word
embeddings.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, natural language processing (NLP) has been
at the forefront of machine learning in multiple fields. Lin-

guistics provides another source of information outside the
standard data from user logs. Instead of relying on cor-
relational assumptions from this data, inferences can be de-
duced directly from the users linguistics. While utilizing lin-
guistics in education isn’t genuine, modern machine learning
and natural language processing has helped to automate the
analysis and provides effective tools for learning.

The development of more advanced deep learning has brought
a deeper semantic understanding of words within these lin-
guistical models. The emergence of word embeddings were
an important development in machine learning and NLP, but
the publishing of publicly available pre-trained word embed-
dings, such as such as GloVe [21] or Wikipedia or Word2Vec
[19], provided researchers with a powerful tool for optimizing
algorithms with linguistics. While word embeddings were
powerful for studies within areas such as MOOCS (i.e [14]
[20]), smaller studies, with less robust linguistic data, were
unable to utilize this modern approach for semantic rela-
tionship of words.

Since research has shown that some of the semantic mean-
ings inferred from pre-trained word embeddings can elicit
undesirable biases [2], the major question then becomes,
does this underlying bias suggest the algorithm or predic-
tive model will make unfair decisions? For instance, if an
algorithm utilizes linguistics and NLP with pre-trained word
embeddings will the predictions be unfairly made from those
underlying biases. Our research attempts to explore:

1. Whether, through 3 simulated studies, the format a
student writes an answer (i.e. fractions vs. decimals)
effect the scoring model and potentially elicit unfair
scoring?

2. What effect, through 3 simulated studies, if any, do
‘distractor’ words have on the unfairness?

3. Whether or not underlying bias in pre-trained word
embeddings can lead to unfairness in open response
scoring models in middle school mathematics?

2. BACKGROUND
2.1 Intelligent Tutoring Systems
In recent years, online educational technologies have been on
the forefront of learning for students. A common online ed-
ucational technology, intelligent tutoring systems (ITS) [4],



has been prevalent in education for many years. Some of
the most common ITS are ASSISTments[11], McGraw Hill’s
ALEKSTM and/or Carnegie Learning’s Cognitive TutorTM.
Through the use of both machine learning and software en-
gineering, these systems have been shown to be effective at
increasing the scores of students with end of the year stan-
dardized math exams[25] and the effects of their intelligent
tutoring closely resembles the effect face to face tutoring has
on students[31]. Other ITS, such as AutoTutor[9],have at-
tempted to resemble the face to face tutoring more directly
by developing automated conversations and dialogues be-
tween students and ITS [9]. However, most of the support
and benefits of these ITS have been limited to questions with
structured answers (i.e. multiple choice or fill in the blank
questions).

2.2 Automation of Intelligent Tutoring Systems
Automated support of ITS is a draw for many teachers; one
study noted that many utilize multiple choice questions for
the efficiency and accuracy of grading [26]. However, since
most of the automation is limited to questions with struc-
tured answers, the content which teachers provide is lim-
ited. Studies have looked to utilize NLP to automatically
evaluate work or questions which require a student’s unique
linguistics (i.e. open response questions, or essays) includ-
ing [29][28][24][1][7][30][17]. While most of this research has
been primarily focused on content outside of mathematics,
our previous research, [6], looked to help teachers diversify
the content which they provide students in middle school
mathematics by utilizing traditional and modern NLP to
develop an automated scoring model for open response mid-
dle school mathematics questions. A more diverse set of
question types can be beneficial to students and can elicit
differing levels of cognition, as studies [18][15] note.

2.3 Natural Language Processing
Towards the goal of automating open response questions,
or any linguistical/NLP prediction task, the major task is
in how to numerically represent words thus that a machine
learned algorithm can generate an accurate prediction. One
of the more simplistic approaches utilizes the frequencies of
each unique word within the corpus, whats commonly known
as a Bag of Words approach. While undoubtedly easy to in-
terpret and not computationally intensive, this approach has
been utilized in studies such as [13] and is the foundation
of more advanced approaches such as[27][10][22]. This has
evolved into utilizing deep learning to generate word embed-
dings such as GloVe[21] and Word2Vec[19].

2.4 Pre-Trained Models
Embeddings are only as powerful as the data their train
on. Not all researchers have robust corpuses, thus embed-
dings can be misleading. Pre-trained embeddings, such as
GloVe or Word2Vec, publish their own embeddings gener-
ated from Wikipedia and GoogleNews. As these pre-trained
word embeddings have grown in popularity, word embed-
dings have expanded to utilize bidirectional encoder repre-
sentations from transformers (referred to as BERT[5]) to
create pre-trained word embeddings, as well. Similarly, this
has evolved from word level embeddings to pre-trained sen-
tence and document level embeddings[23][3][16].

2.5 Fairness
When it comes to linguistics, the way someone speaks, the
way someone articulates can be unique to themselves. Sim-
ilarly, the way someone writes is personal to themselves and
specific to their topic. So when algorithms are being pre-
trained on data which isn’t the researchers own data, there
are questions to be asked. Research[2], has been able to iden-
tify some potentially harmful semantic relationships present
in common pre-trained word embeddings. For instance, [2]
was able to identify that Google’s pre-trained Word2Vec on
GoogleNews elicited some harmful stereotypes. There in lies
the important question, if we omit variables which could
cause unfairness in the automated scoring, are we continu-
ing to avoid unfairness if we utilize pre-trained word embed-
dings. To identify this, we utilized Absolute Between-ROC
Area (ABROCA) [8].

3. STUDY 1: SIMULATION STUDY
This research developed a simulated study to attempt to
identify if pre-trained word embeddings are utilized within
an automated scoring model for open response answers, do
they influence the model to make unfair predictions. An
example of this would be if a group of students state their
answer with a fraction and surrounding text, does the pre-
dictive model generate scores similarly for those students
that use decimals along with surrounding text? Through
this simulated study, we are able to gain a deeper insight
into what/if any unfair scoring occurs when utilizing the
pre-trained GloVe word embeddings trained on Wikipedia
between groups.

There are 3 studies within this simulated study to help
achieve this goal. First, we develop answers which contain
differing distributions of answers which contain fractions and
decimals and generate the ABROCA value at the differing
distributions. Second, we attempt to see if decimals and
fractions alone generate differing ABROCA values. Third,
we attempt to see if we replace decimals in the text with
unknown tokens (more reliance on distractor words), do the
ABROCA values differ at differing distributions? These
studies will help provide deeper insight into the potential
unfairness an automated scoring model can be producing
when utilizing pre-trained word embeddings

3.1 Data Generation
At the foundation of this simulated study is the generation of
the student dataset.The generation was split into two facets,
the training dataset student answers and the test set student
answers. This was performed such that the model would not
be able to have any identical answers between the training
set and the test set. Essentially, that the predictions aren’t
being made because the model has already seen that exact
series of embeddings associated with a certain score.

Towards simulating authentic student answers, the gener-
ation of the corpus was founded on the goal of utilizing
random selection. For the training set, as Table 2 shows
(see Appendix A), there are 4 different length student an-
swers in this corpus. There are answers which are 6, 5, 4
and 3 word length answers. The generation of the student
answers can be surmised into 4 steps and visualized with
Table 2 (see Appendix A). First, select whether it will be
a student answer which uses decimals or fractions. Then,



randomly select what length the answer is. Once a length
is randomly selected, another random selection is made be-
tween the two structures (i.e. ‘Structure’ within Table 2 in
Appendix A). Finally, randomly select text from Fill“1”and
Fill “2” Fractions or Fill “2” Decimal to fill the identifiers ‘1’
and ‘2’.

This is the same approach that is utilized within the test set
corpus generation as well. Table 3 (see Appendix A) shows
that however there are different structures and phrases to se-
lect from than the training. Allowing for variability between
test and training; thus, guaranteeing that a answer structure
used in training isn’t the same as in the test. From this, we
can ascertain the model’s predictions were not only based
on identical phrases it has seen.

3.2 Methodology
This study sets out to identify if an automated scoring model
for open response questions, which utilizes pre-trained word
embeddings, elicit unfair scoring. With the answers gener-
ated, we set out to sample these simulated answers such that
there is a balance of student answers which utilize fractions
and decimals. The training set is comprised of student an-
swers drawn from the pool of simulated answers containing
fractions (considered as Group A), as well as answers sam-
pled from similar student answers containing fractions and
decimals as determined by a defined proportion threshold
(considered as Group B).

A threshold was set for selecting decimals and fractions to
control the balance of answers. This lends itself to our goal
of being able to identify whether or not the format a student
writes an answer, i.e. using factions vs. decimals, effects our
ability to score student open response answers. Thus, with
ABROCA, fairness can be identified at each threshold.

For the test set, a similar approach is taken. So the training
and test set have both Group A answers which are distractor
words and fractions, and Group B answers which have dis-
tractor words and a proportion of fractions/decimals (based
on the same threshold for both training and test data).

To improve the reliability of the results, we re-sample/re-
select the test dataset 10 times and evaluate the model’s
ability to score an open response answer. This form of cross
validation allows us to see if the ability to predict the score
was only for that unique set of words, or was the performance
consistent across multiple iterations.

All of the studies will incorporate a Long Short Term Mem-
ory (LSTM) [12] model which utilizes the pre-trained word
embeddings to automatically score open response answers
and ABROCA is calculated. This is then used to run 3
studies. First, when incrementally increasing decimals be-
ing used in Group B, does the LSTM scoring model become
more unfair? Second, whether or not fractions or decimals
are the culprit of the potential unfairness in the automated
scoring model by having answers just be fractions or deci-
mals without distractor words? Third, when incrementally
increasing unrecognized words (referred to as gibberish) be-
ing used in Group B, does the LSTM scoring model become
more unfair? So does an imbalance in recognized words
cause more unfairness between groups?

3.3 Results
In the end, Figure 1a showed that with the simulated study,
when there is an increase in the proportion of decimals in
Group B, there does not appear to be unfairness in the way
Group A and Group B are evaluated. This is evident from
the scale of the y-axis of Figure 1a, the ABROCA falls be-
tweem 0.02 and around 0.04.

The second study, which there were only decimals and frac-
tions in the test set (no distractor words), stayed constant
at a ABROCA value of 0. The model was not unfair, it was
able to equally evaluate both groups even when just isolated
fractions and decimals.

The final simulation study, managed to show that increasing
the imbalance between recognized and unrecognized tokens
between groups increased the unfairness (ABROCA near
0.18). Figure 1b shows that the ABROCA score does indeed
increase with more unrecognizable words within GloVe’s pre-
trained word embeddings. It should be noted that Table 1
shows some of the phrases used in the generated student an-
swers were commonly associated with more correct answers

Table 1: Sample of Phrases and Their Associated Avg. Score

Generated Phrases Avg. Score
my answer is 0.718750

i picked 0.622222
i guess the answer is 0.600000

i think it is 0.600000
i think the answer is 0.590909

i worked out 0.585366

In the end, these simulated studies proved the largest risk
for unfairness exists when there is differential coverage of
answer-related tokens within applied methods utilizing pre-
trained NLP embedding methods. So when answers con-
sist of equally recognizable words within GloVe’s pre-trained
word embeddings, there’s unlikely to be unfairness in the
grading. There wasn’t evidence that the inherent bias built
into the pre-trained word embeddings elicited more unfair
scoring of student answers in, in terms of this simulated
study. But if there are unbalanced recognizable words and
tokens in the student answers, attention needs to be paid to
potential unfairness in the automated scoring.

4. STUDY 2: FAIRNESS IN REAL CONTEXTS
While a simulation study is powerful on its own, it is diffi-
cult to recreate authentic student data. For the final over-
all study of this research, we look to once again utilize
ABROCA to identify if our own algorithm, trained on gen-
uine student open response answers within ASSISTments, is
unfair in its grading of women and men.

4.1 Data
The data consists of 141,612 graded authentic student open
response answers across 2,042 unique problems. There were
a total of 25,069 unique students who answered and 891
teachers graded those answers. Lastly, the scoring. This
was performed on a 5 point scale, where students receiving
a 4 is a perfect score.



(a) Study 1: ABROCA Values at Incremental
Fraction/Decimal Thresholds

(b) Study 3: ABROCA Values at Incremental
Fraction/Unknown Words Thresholds

It should be noted, to be able to perform the fairness analysis
using ABROCA, gender was inferred. This performed by
cross checking names with the census data. If the name was
found only on the women or only on the men’s list, it was
labeled as such. In any names fell into multiple genders, it
was labeled as unknown and excluded from this analysis.

4.2 Methodology and Results
Towards developing our predictions, we utilized another pre-
trained algorithm, mentioned earlier, called SBERT. This is
a pre-trained sentence embedding algorithm which allowed
us to generate a single vector representation of each student
answer. We then utilize a Canberra distance to identify
which student answers are the most similar. Whichever was
the most similar, that was the score we would assign. This
approach managed to out do our previous models [6].

While utilizing, once again, ABROCA to identify potential
unfairness, we apply this to our algorithm. We were able to
show that our SBERT model with Canberra distance man-
ages to fairly score both Male and Female student open re-
sponse answers. Our model managed an ABROCA of 0.007,
which is quite small, suggesting that our algorithm is indeed
scoring fairly across these groups.

5. LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK
While there were indications of unfairness in cases where
there were unbalanced identifiable tokens within the student
open response answers, this analysis is strictly middle school
mathematics. This type of analysis would need to be ap-
plied to additional datasets to get a broader understanding
of the potential unfairness in other subjects and age ranges.
In terms of our analysis of our SBERT model for scoring
student open response answers, while there wasn’t unfair-
ness identified, more work needs to be done to explore the
embeddings themselves. Pre-trained word embeddings have
been shown to have bias built in, but what bias is present
in the pre-trained sentence embeddings? This is a question
we look to explore further.

6. CONCLUSION
Overall, this study set out to run a simulated study to
help identify potential unfairness within models utilizing
pre-trained word embeddings. While there is bias present

in the embeddings themselves, our simulated study didn’t
show this bias causing unfair scoring. However, our analy-
sis did show that when developing models with pre-trained
embeddings, unfairness can begin to occur when there is an
imbalance of recognized tokens in the student answers. More
specifically, our simulated study showed that when groups
within the data use differing levels of recognized tokens, it
increases the chance for unfair scoring.

While our simulated study showed how unfairness can present
itself within a scoring model, our model on authentic student
data did not show this unfairness. We were able to conduct
an analysis of our model with ABROCA to compare our
performance scoring identified male and female students.

In the end, we were able to utilize a simulated study to help
identify potential unfairness in automated scoring models
which utilize pre-trained word embeddings. Its been widely
noted that those embeddings have bias built in, but our
simulated study couldn’t show an unfairness in the scoring of
differing groups of simulated student answers. However, this
study did suggest that there is a notable risk to fairness in
cases where there are differences in the number of words that
are unrecognized by pre-trained models across populations.
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APPENDIX
A. SIMULATED ANSWER STRUCTURES

Table 2: Training Set Corpus Generation

Table 3: Test Set Corpus Generation


